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Introduction

Problem

The set problem was to decode the following Vigenere encrypted
message:

UYUYNPEFGCCYGKBRGAQRMHOTGIMQCFVYIHCYVDIEGSQMYYAHPUGBTLVVGCGYCKYEQ 
BIYQVPKUUIFJHMVNUGKCIFVPNDLXFQMORSNPKULGZGYUCYNULJRNUCSNKIBUOQINN
FHVVMBOLVZGRVVQYIGVOGVSRQMJVUIGUUYCAGZCEXBHAGECFJPUXIYFJQDJYGEKFH
QKTOVXNPKGMYEAMCZLSTVOWUVTZQDYGKTGUYPNPPVMOAJJRHPGVTEUGWYGJWUCUIZ
HTEVWIMRWUVICZOLFSOGVOAVNRTUCCMHOTGIMUCSNEIGHHFVHBTSQJYCQZUVMFKVP
FZGJHVWUVTAJFOBYZVEIEUOCCFQGHVYVECNVYIHYHPUYEUAKEBVUZJRXRYOGECAGA
GIHNNSKEYFVVVZGRVOQLAEQDUKMBNVPXUFOLPTUADYGRNUGVTVSRUJCEMRGZQCIAI
SKMYFVOKJUAFAJZMTKCGJFVHLVFNUGL

It was given that the key was between 5 and 9 letters in length,
was an English word. It was assumed that the plain text was English.

Method

Key Length

English text has a lower entropy than random data (which has the
highest possible entropy). This fact can be used to find the key
length.

If we assume a key length, k, then the entropy of that key length is
calculated as:
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Where Pij is the probability of the nk + ith letter being j, where n is
any integer.

This gives a set of entropies for key lengths like this (for the given
cypher text):



For small cypher text lengths, the frequency distributions of the
letters gets quantised, resulting in a lower than normal entropy.
Rather than working out a probably complicated statistical formula
for the theoretical difference this makes, it was easier to calculate
the 'dip' of each entropy relative to the two adjacent key lengths
using the formula:

Edip=
EprevEnext

E

This gives the following dips:



A further problem was that the entropy dips of key lengths 2k, 3k,
4k... are similar to the entropy dip of the actual key length, k. To
get around this, the lowest key length, with a dip greater than 95%
of the maximum dip was used.

For the above message, this gave a key length of 6 letters.

Key Letters

The task of finding the contents of the key was relatively easy.
Frequency distributions of the cypher text letters corresponding to
each letter of the key were found, and rotated until the least
squares difference between them and standard English letter
frequencies was a minimum. This gave the key crunch.



Performance

Using the above method, the correct was found using only the first
88 letters of the cypher text. A dictionary of English words was also
used to automatically (but not perfectly) add spaces around the
words. This is the result:

crunch

shall i compare thee to a summers day thou art more lovely and
more temperate rough winds do shake the darling buds of may and
summers lease hat hall too shorta date sometime too hot thee ye
of heaven shines and often is his gold complexion dimmed and
every fair from fair sometime declines by chance or natures
changing course untrimmed butt hy eternal summer shall not fade
nor lose possession ofthat fair thou owst nor shall death brag
thou wanders tin his shade when in eternal li

This is Shakespeare's Sonnet XVIII:

Shall I compare thee to a summer's day?
Thou art more lovely and more temperate:
Rough winds do shake the darling buds of May,
And summer's lease hath all too short a date:
Sometime too hot the eye of heaven shines,
And often is his gold complexion dimmed,
And every fair from fair sometime declines,
By chance, or nature's changing course untrimmed:
But thy eternal summer shall not fade,
Nor lose possession of that fair thou ow'st,
Nor shall death brag thou wander'st in his shade,
When in eternal lines to time thou grow'st,
So long as men can breathe, or eyes can see,
So long lives this, and this gives life to thee.

Conclusions

Cracking the Vigenere cypher is trivial with a sufficient message
length, and knowledge of the message symbol frequency
distribution.

As the message gets shorter relative to the key length, it becomes
increasingly difficult to crack. When the key is as long as the
message it is effectively a one-time pad, and is impossible to crack.

C++ is a good language for cryptanalysis due to its speed, operator
overloading, and use of the std::basic_string class.



Source Code

• Char.h

• Char.cpp

• FreqDistro.h

• FreqDistro.cpp

• Crypto.h

• Crypto.cpp

• Crack.h

• Crack.cpp

• vigenere.cpp

• AutoSpace.h

• AutoSpace.cpp


